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We’re so pleased you’re interested in becoming a Love Your

Neighbour volunteer. Before you fill in our application form, here’s

some more information to help you decide whether it’s for you. 

WHAT IS LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR?

Love Your Neighbour (LYN) is East London Cares' friendship matching

programme, bringing volunteers (younger neighbours) together with

their older neighbours to spend time one-to-one each week.

Older and younger neighbours are matched up based on location,

interests and personality, and build friendships that help bring a little

of the outside world in for neighbours who can struggle to get out. 



Loneliness affects huge numbers of older neighbours, and can have

detrimental effects on their physical and mental health. But loneliness is

not just a later life problem – while people over 75 are the loneliest age

group in the UK, the second and third loneliest are people 21-25, and 25-

35. That's why we believe that older and younger neighbours have so

much to gain from one another in shared time, laughter, new experiences

and friendship.

As with all our activities at East

London Cares, Love Your

Neighbour aims to build

connections between younger and

older neighbours to reduce

loneliness and isolation. Loneliness

is a subjective experience, whereas

isolation is an objective state.

Someone may be surrounded by

family and people they know but

feel they lack meaningful

relationships and friends to rely on. 

WHAT IS LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR?

All of the older neighbours involved

with Love Your Neighbour are

looking for more company, and the

majority are housebound or

immobile. Many are referred by

NHS staff or Adult Social Care

teams. While our volunteers may not

do the things that make life liveable

through social care like washing,

feeding or dressing people, they do

the things that make life worth living

– like offering friendship,

connection, conversation and new

experiences.



Energy
Perseverance & listening skills: due to isolation, some older

people in the LYN programme are out of practice at the

back-and-forth of conversations. At first, you might need to

ask a lot of questions to keep the conversation flowing. 

Reliability
This is key to building trust and strong friendships. Being let

down can exacerbate feelings of loneliness for the older

neighbours on the programme. 

Empathy
Showing understanding to your older neighbour when

they’re going through difficulties or changes in

circumstance. 

Neighbourly gestures
Thinking creatively about how to bring joy and new

experiences to the person you’re matched up with. 

Looking out for your LYN match
Practical help that you might offer to a friend, such as

changing lightbulbs or connecting to local services. 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD VOLUNTEER?

Please note our Love Your Neighbour volunteers must also live or

work in Hackney or Tower Hamlets. This is to ensure that the visits

are easy to make – and therefore sustainable – and so you really

are neighbours with your match!



Visit or call once a week for a minimum
of 6 months
This is a minimum, the majority of our matches last over a year.

Log your visits online 
You'll be provided with a link to keep of log of the dates and times

that you call or visit. This is essential in keeping the programme safe

and enjoyable for all.

Keep in touch with us
For example, let us know when you're going away for 2 weeks or

more at a time,  or raise any issues with your visits or safeguarding

concerns with East London Cares.

Catch up calls with our Love Your
Neighbour Coordinator 
Sinead will ask you for a monitoring call after four weeks and twelve

weeks of visits, and then every six months thereafter. 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES



All  Love Your Neighbour volunteers tell us on a daily basis about the

joy, laughter and new perspectives that they’ve gained from getting to

know their older neighbours. But the reality is that spending regular

time with someone who is isolated, whose health might be

deteriorating rapidly, and who may have been through or may be

going through difficult times can be tough emotionally. Some of our

volunteers have supported their match through a loss of mobility or

diagnosis of a terminal illness. 

During difficult times, Love Your Neighbour volunteers need resilience,

empathy, diplomacy, positivity and the ability to problem solve.

However Love Your Neighbour volunteers are not expected to deal

with challenging situations alone, there is ongoing support from the

Love Your Neighbour Coordinator and the East London Cares team. 

CHALLENGES

OTHER THINGS TO BEAR IN MIND

Being a Love Your Neighbour volunteer is not right for everybody:

many of our fantastic and most longstanding social clubs

volunteers have recognised that the weekly commitment and

sometimes challenging nature of volunteering one-to-one with a

vulnerable older person is not for them. 

Do come along to social clubs! It’s not compulsory to do so before

being matched up, but we will give preference to volunteers who

have already proved their commitment, reliability and eagerness

to get to know their older neighbours at our events. 

We do not match up older neighbours who are living with

dementia through our Love Your Neighbour programme. If you’re

interested in supporting someone living with dementia, St Joseph's

Hospice have a brilliant programme called Namaste, which you

can read more about here.

https://www.stjh.org.uk/our-care/community-and-day-services/dementia-care-namaste/


Fill in the application form 

Having attended an East London Cares volunteer induction, and

having read this guide, you are ready to fill our Love Your

Neighbour volunteer application form. Please see the link to your

application form in the induction follow up email we've sent you.

We can also resend you the link if needed.

We'll review your application 

The East London Cares team will review your application and let

you know whether it’s been successful within a month.

Matching 

When we have an older neighbour in your local area who is ready

to matched, we will give you a call to tell you more about them,

get to know you a bit better, and assess your suitability as a match. 

Love Your Neighbour induction

If following the phone call, and having found out a bit more about

the older neighbour, you’re up for being matched up, we will invite

you to a one hour training session run by Sinead, our Love Your

Neighbour Coordinator.

DBS

We will help you through the process of applying for a DBS check.

The cost is covered by East London Cares, but you'll need to

provide one proof of ID, and two different proofs of your address. 

You'll meet your Older Neighbour

Sinead will then take you along to meet your older neighbour in

their home or set up your first phone call: you’ll then be ready to

visit them one-to-one or start regular calls. 

APPLICATION PROCESS

If you have any questions, get in touch with Sinead:

sinead.wilkinson@eastlondoncares.org.uk / 0207 118 4949 (option 2)


